How do I change main window and dialog title bar font size for an application rather than all windows?

I have changed the font size on controls to suit tablets but that leaves main window and dialog title fonts too small.

If I change the O/S system font sizes, that affects all the other applications, is there a way to change the title bar font size on a single U++ application only?

Thanks.

---

Short answer: You cannot.

Longer: Well, you can sort of, but you need to avoid OS provided windows and draw and implement everything yourself (title, window resizing, close/maximize buttons etc..). Was not possible the last time I have checked in X11.

Trivia: Early versions of U++ were doing just that. Dropped it when we were implementing X11.

Mirek

Hi Mirek,

Many thanks.

Which earlier U++ release implemented title, window resizing, close/maximize buttons etc.. and is it still available?
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Hi Mirek,

Many thanks.

Which earlier U++ release implemented title, window resizing, close/maximize buttons etc. and is it still available?

None. It was way before we supported linux and support for linux was the moment U++ went public...

Mirek